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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present our approach for the ’Multimodal Product
Classification’ task as a part of the 2020 SIGIR Workshop On eCom-
merce (ECOM20). The specific objective of this task is to build and
submit systems that classify previously unseen products into their
corresponding product type codes. We propose a deep Multi-Modal
Multi-level Boosted Fusion Learning Framework used to categorize
large-scale multi-modal (text and image) product data into product
type codes. Our proposed final methodology achieved a macro F1-
score of 91.94 on the phase 1 test dataset which is the top-scoring
submission and third position on the scoreboard for phase 2 test
dataset with macro F1-score of 90.53.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-modal product classification with visual and textual product
descriptions is one of the most fundamental problems for any eCom-
merce marketplace with applications ranging from personalised
search and recommendations to query understanding. Traditionally
the product classification problems have been approached by retail
and eCcommerce firms using rule-based methods resulting in a
lack of scalability and generalisability when products need to be
classified into a large number of classes.

Developing a multi-modal deep learning architecture solution
for product classification will not only help the firms in efficiently
scaling it for multiple classes but also save a huge amount of time
and rule based generalisation errors. The primary objective of this
research work is to solve a large scale multi- modal (text and image)
product data classification into product type codes. In related work,
Zahavy et al. [17] demonstrate that the text classification CNN
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[6] outperforms the VGG network [12] on a real-world large-scale
product to shelf classification problem and propose a decision-level
fusion policy to improve over both. [5] show that fusion with dis-
cretized features outperforms text-only classification, at a fraction
of the computational cost of full multi-modal fusion, with the addi-
tional benefit of improved interpretability. Xia et. al. [15] proposed
a variation of CNNs called Attention CNNs applied on Japanese
product titles for classification

In this work, we investigate the domain adaptability of state of
the art text and image modality based architectures for the eCom-
merce product classification task. We observe that the BERT[1]-
based text classification architectures effectively capture the se-
mantic information present in the product title and description
yielding high accuracy results. From our experiments, we observe
that textual classification models outperform the visual features
based models for this specific product classification task. However,
incorporating both the modalities helps us leverage the comple-
mentary information present across the features, thereby enhanc-
ing the overall performance of the classification system. Finally,
we propose a Deep Multi-Modal Multi-Level Fusion framework
1 which learns the joint representation using both the modalities
simultaneously where these representations are combined with the
uni-modal baselines in a probability-fusion strategy to boost the
product classification system. Our proposed methodology achieved
a macro F1-score of 91.94 on the phase 1 test dataset which is the
top-scoring submission and third position on the scoreboard for
phase 2 test dataset with macro F1-score of 90.53.

2 DATASET
2.1 Overview
Text and Image dataset is provided with 27 different product type
code and a total of 84916 unique products. Entire product catalog
is categorized in 4 top level categories which are Child, Household,
Entertainment and Books. Text data is in french language and has
two fields, one is the title and the other one being description. Across
the dataset, the title field has a median length of 11 words with
a maximum of 56 words, whereas description field has a median
length of 35 words with a maximum of 2068 words. All the products
have a title field but 29800 has no description present.

The product images are all squares of dimensions 500 x 500 pixels,
which can have white or black borders included. All the products
have an image associated with it.

2.2 Preprocessing
For text data, we performed the initial experiments with product
title and descriptions as separate fields to train distinct models
1Code to reproduce the framework can be found in https://github.com/depshad/Deep-
Learning-Framework-for-Multi-modal-Product-Classification
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for text classification. Later, we combined both into one field by
concatenating description and title together for each product which
leads to a better performing model. Our further experiments use
this concatenated field as the input for all the text based models.
We have used the text tokenizers corresponding to the pre-trained
model.

Images are resized to a uniform size of 224× 224 and normalized
per channel. We augment the training data for image classification
by randomly rotating, flipping and extracting random crops from
the original images.

3 IMAGE NETWORK
He et al. [2] introduced the deep residual network (ResNet). Xie
et al. [16] this paper proposed a modularized network architec-
ture for image classification adopting a multi-branch aggregation
transform residual network called ResNext. ResNeXt won 2nd place
in ILSVRC 2016 classification task and also showed performance
improvements in Coco detection and ImageNet-5k set than their
ResNet counter part. Squeeze-and-Excitation Networks (SENet) [3]
introduces Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) block that adaptively re-
calibrates channel-wise feature responses by explicitly modelling
inter-dependencies between channels. These blocks can be stacked
together to form SENet architectures that generalise extremely effec-
tively across different datasets. Further, the SENet and multi-branch
aggregation transformation are integrated to form the SE-ResNeXt.

4 TEXT NETWORK
BERT stands for bidirectional encoder representations from Trans-
formers, is designed to learn deep bidirectional representations by
jointly conditioning on both left and right context in all layers. Since
the first release of BERT, many non-English BERT based language
models have been released. Language Models (LM) provide an effi-
cient way to fine-tune continuous word representations to create
competitive models for a wide range of downstream tasks, such
as sequence classification, named entity recognition, and question
answering. We used two BERT inspired French language models
: CamemBERT [10] and FlauBERT [7] as baseline models in our
methodology.

4.1 CamemBERT
The first French BERT-like languagemodel was that of CamemBERT.
It was trained over OSCAR corpus [13] corpus, a French section of
the CommonCrawltext2 dataset. The architecture is largely inspired
by an evolution of BERT called RoBERTa [8]. In the CamemBERT
paper, authors evaluate the language model in four different down-
stream tasks for French: part-of-speech (POS) tagging, dependency
parsing, named entity recognition (NER) and natural language in-
ference (NLI); improving the state of the art for most tasks over
previous monolingual and multilingual approaches.

4.2 FlauBERT
In the paper[7], authors introduce and share FlauBERT, a model
learned on a very large and heterogeneous French corpus. FlauBERT

2https://commoncrawl.org/about/

has the same model architecture as BERT, which consists of a multi-
layer bidirectional Transformer . Their results show that a French
language model improves the results compared to similar BERT
(multi-lingual) models as well as to other French-based models. In
sequential classification tasks namely, constituency parsing and
POS tagging, the combination FlauBERT and CamemBERT gives
the best results indicating that the two models are complimentary.

5 UNI-MODAL BASELINE METHOD
5.1 SE-ResNeXt
We fine-tuned SE-ResNeXt with 50 layers pre-trained on the Im-
ageNet weights using the product images. Visual features from
SE-ResNeXt model, 𝑍𝑖𝑚 ∈ 𝑅𝑝×𝑝×𝑑1 , where 𝑝 ×𝑝 denotes the size of
the output feature maps and 𝑑1 represents the dimension of feature
channel, are passed to a adaptive average pooling layer to output,
𝑋𝑖𝑚 , where 𝑋𝑖𝑚 ∈ 𝑅𝑑1 . A linear layer is added on top with output
dimension equal to the number of classes using a linear layer.

5.2 FlauBERT
We extracted the first token of the FlauBERT’s hidden-states output
sequence from the last layer, 𝑍𝑡1 ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑑2 where 𝑚 denotes the
sequence length of the text inputs and 𝑑2 represents the model’s
hidden size. Extracted token embedding, represented by 𝑋𝑡1 ∈ 𝑅𝑑2

is projected to the output dimension equal to the number of classes
using a linear layer. Flaubert model along with the classification
head is fine-tuned for the task of product classification

5.3 CamemBERT
We fine-tuned the CamemBERT for product classification by adding
classification head on top of the hidden-states output of the last
layer of the model, 𝑍𝑡2 ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑑2 . Output 𝑍𝑡2 is flattened and passed
through a linear layer which outputs𝑋𝑡2 ∈ 𝑅𝑑2 followed by tanh ac-
tivation and a linear layer of output dimension equal to the number
of classes.

Intermediate vector and tensor representations introduced above
are utilised as inputs to simultaneously learn from image and textual
features for the task of product classification. Our end-to-end multi-
modal methodology is described in the section below.

6 MULTI-MODAL JOINT REPRESENTATION
LEARNING

In this section, we emphasize on the multi-modal joint learning
of the visual and textual features extracted from the data for the
product classification task.

The visual feature extracted by passing the input images through
the SE-ResNeXt-50 model is represented by 𝑋𝑖𝑚 , where 𝑋𝑖𝑚 ∈ 𝑅𝑑1 .
Similarly, the textual features extracted by passing the available
textual titles and/or descriptions (whenever available) through the
CamemBERT & FlauBERT models are represented by 𝑋𝑡1 & 𝑋𝑡2

respectively, where both 𝑋𝑡1 & 𝑋𝑡2 ∈ 𝑅𝑑2 . We use a Convolution
1D layer to project the image embeddings from 𝑋𝑖𝑚 ∈ 𝑅𝑑1 to
𝑋 ′
𝑖𝑚

∈ 𝑅𝑑2 i.e in the same dimensional space as text embeddings
𝑅𝑑2 . We have tried multi-modal fusion using two primary ways :
Addition Ensemble and Concatenation Ensemble.

https://commoncrawl.org/about/
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Figure 1: Multi-Modal Representation: Concatenation Ensemble

Addition Ensemble: In this method, we add the textual rep-
resentations 𝑋𝑡1 & 𝑋𝑡2 ∈ 𝑅𝑑2 and the reduced image representa-
tion 𝑋 ′

𝑖𝑚
∈ 𝑅𝑑2 across the dimension 𝑑2. The final feature 𝑋𝑎𝑣𝑔 =

(𝑋𝑡1 + 𝑋𝑡2 + 𝑋 ′
𝑖𝑚

), where 𝑋𝑎𝑣𝑔 ∈ 𝑅𝑑2

Concatenation Ensemble : In this method, we concatenate
the textual representations 𝑋𝑡1 & 𝑋𝑡2 ∈ 𝑅𝑑2 and the reduced image
representation 𝑋 ′

𝑖𝑚
∈ 𝑅𝑑2 to obtain the final feature 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 =<

𝑋𝑡1 , 𝑋𝑡2 , 𝑋
′
𝑖𝑚

>, where 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑑2 and <> is the concatenation
operation. This architecture is presented in Figure 1.

7 BOOSTED LATE-FUSION MODEL
In the Boosted Late-Fusion Method, a lightGBM [4] gradient boost-
ing multi-class classification model was used to learn the weighted
contribution for class probability outputs from each model. Late-
fusion method is the second level model on top of the trained
uni-modal baselines and multi-modal fusion method. Inputs to this
model are the final softmax logits/probability outputs from first
level methods namely FlauBERT, CamemBERT, SE-ResNext-50, and
the multi-modal concatenation ensemble model. Late-fusion boost-
ing model learns the suitable weights to combine the probability
outputs per product instance from the four different models men-
tioned above to output the final product classification. We further
study the weight effects of this model in the ablation study section.

8 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe the implementation details used to
train the proposed single-modal and multi-modal approaches. Our
implementation is based on pytorch [11] framework,we build our
text based models using Transformers [14] for our experiments
involving FlauBERT and CamemBERT. We used FlauBERT base
architecture with cased vocabulary which has 138M parameters and
CamemBERT base architecture which contains 110M parameters.
FlauBERT and CamemBERT models were trained with a batch size
of 32 and a sequence length of 256 for 12 epochs. SE-ResNeXt-50
model was trained with a batch size of 64 for 10 epochs. The multi-
modal representation learning module was fine-tuned using the
pre-trained weights from the trained uni-modal baseline models.
The uni-modal network layers were freezed and we trained our pro-
posed multi-modal architecture using the feature fusion methods
described in the earlier section, followed by the softmax layer to
perform product classification. We used categorical cross entropy

minimization objective as loss function and AdamW optimizer with
the learning rate value of 2e-5 for the text models, Adam optimizer
and 1e-4 for imagemodel to train the networks. For training the first
level models we used 90% of the labelled data and the rest 10% was
kept aside for validation. We report and compare the performance
of our uni-modal text and image baseline networks along with
multi-modal joint learning models on this 10% validation dataset
which comprises of 8492 product instances as shown in Table 1.
Further, we used this 10% validation dataset (8492 products) to train
and validate our second level late-fusion boosted model.

Table 1: Macro F1-Score of Models on Validation dataset

Model Type Model Validation Set
Base Models FlauBERT 89.37

CamemBERT 89.21
SE-ResNeXt 61.44

Multi-Modal Addition Ensemble 90.26
Concatenation Ensemble 90.93

9 ABLATION STUDY AND ERROR ANALYSIS
Our proposed multi-modal concatenation ensemble method cor-
rects the misclassified products from the text-based models in two
ways: predicting the correct top-level category which constitutes
38% of the total corrected products and also assigning the right
product type code within the same top level category which is 62%
of the total corrected products. This proves that relying only on
textual features alone is insufficient. Hence, adding the image fea-
tures helps us to leverage the complementary information, thereby
enhancing the overall product classification results.

In our study, we analyse the learned weights of late-fusion
boosted model to understand the contribution from each input
model which are FlauBERT, CamemBERT, SE-ResNeXt, and multi-
modal concatenated model. SHapley Additive exPlanations [9]
(SHAP) value is the average marginal contribution of a feature
value across all possible coalitions. We utilise SHAP to assign the
importance values for probability outputs from the four input mod-
els used in late-fusion method per product instance.
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Table 2: Qualitative analysis of the proposed methodology. 𝑆𝑡1 , 𝑆𝑡2 , 𝑆𝑖𝑚 & 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛 denote the SHAP values for probability outputs
of FlauBERT, CamemBERT, SE-ResNeXt and multi-modal concatenated model respectively.

Integer_id Product Title True-label Prediction Analysis

47740

Marvel Super-Héros :
La Collection

Officielle Hors-Série #
7 : Le Rhino
(Spider-Man)

Eaglemoss 2008

1140 1140

Text and image uni-modal networks predict books
and child category respectively. Only multi-modal
concatenation (MMC) model predicts the right
category,entertainment and correct product type code.
Highest 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑛 = 2.54 suggests that MMC model drives
the prediction.

51782 Super Cassette Vision
Wheelie Racer 2060 2060

FlauBERT and MMC model predict child category.
Image model predicts correct category, entertainment
but wrong product type code. In contrast,
CamemBERT model precisely predicted the product
code and the category. 𝑆𝑡2 = 2.82 being the highest
value implies that CamemBERT model dictates the
prediction.

38476
Colonne Suspendue
Couleur Gris Mat

Elona
50 50

All models except image model predict the correct
category, household. However, MMC model
inaccurately predicts the product type code.
FlauBERT and CamemBERT predict the true product
type code and category. Combined contribution from
text models, 𝑆𝑡1 + 𝑆𝑡2 = 2.87 pushes prediction to the
correct product type code, evident from Figure 2.

76704
Le Téléphone Le
Microphone Et Le
Phonographe

2705 2705

All models predict the category as books accurately.
However, only image model gets the correct product
type code. Dominant 𝑆𝑖𝑚 = 3.25 suggests that correct
prediction for this product instance is driven by
image model.

Figure 2: SHAP value distribution for Ablation study

10 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SE-ResNext-50 achieves an F1-score of 61.44 on the validation
dataset. Product text classification models, FlauBERT and Camem-
BERT attain 89.37 and 89.21 F1-score respectively on the same
validation dataset. For this product classification task, the greater
performance of the text based models with a difference in F1-score
of around 30% illustrates that product title and description features
are more important than product image features for a larger part of
the product catalog. We evaluate the contribution of our proposed

multi-modal fusion methods for eCommerce product classification
by comparing the performance with the uni-modal text and image
networks. Addition and concatenation fusion methods reach an F1-
score of 90.26 and 90.93 respectively, which indicates that merging
the two modalities boosts the performance compared to uni-modal
networks. Finally, late-fusion boosted model achieved a macro F1-
score of 91.96 on the validation set and further 91.94 and 90.53 on
the phase 1 test dataset and phase 2 test dataset respectively.

11 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose an approach for eCommerce product clas-
sification using feature fusion method to leverage the multi-modal
information and the late-fusion boostingmethod to selectively learn
from the uni-modal and multi-modal models. From our ablation
study, we infer that late fusion method assigns higher weightage
to multi-modal method when uni-modal information is insufficient
to determine the product category and product type code, and vice-
versa. The proposed architecture achieves state of the art result
on the benchmark dataset. Our proposed methodology achieved
a macro F1-score of 91.94 on the phase 1 test dataset which is the
top-scoring submission and third position on the scoreboard for
phase 2 test dataset with macro F1-score of 90.53.
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